ANCHORMASTER
20-60x60 mm Zoom Scope
Model AA11128

**IMPORTANT**
NEVER ATTEMPT TO CLEAN YOUR SCOPE INTERNALLY OR TRY TO TAKE IT APART. DO NOT LOOK DIRECTLY AT THE SUN WITH THE SCOPE AS IT WILL CAUSE DAMAGE TO YOUR EYE

HOW TO ASSEMBLE YOUR SCOPE:

NOTE* Please be careful not to scratch your scope.

1. Place the optical tube and arc mount on its side.

2. Attach the legs of the tripod at the base of the mount.

3. Carefully slide one of the leg attachments shaft through the top of the attached leg through the holes of the mount. Hand fastens with washer and bolts.

4. Extend and lock the legs into position then gently stand the scope and tripod, slowly spread the legs of the tripod.

Make sure to tighten all screws and nuts. Your scope is now assembled and ready to be used.

HOW TO USE YOUR SCOPE:

Start by loosening the lock and levers and gently guide the scope to your desired position.

1. Once it's at the position that you want, tighten the locks and levers.

2. Point the objective lens to an object and look through the eyepieces.

3. With slow and tiny motions, rotate the zoom ring, then the focus knob slowly, until your view of the object is sharp and in focus.

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF YOUR SCOPE:

1. When wiping the lenses, use a soft lens cloth.

2. To remove any remaining dirt or smudges, add one or two drops of isopropyl alcohol to the cloth, then wipe gently.

3. Store your scope in a moisture-free area.

Parts included in package

- Optical tube with mount attached 1 unit
- Mahogany wood tripod legs 3 units
- Washers and bolts 3 sets

Parts

1 - Optical tube with arc mount attached
2 - Mahogany wood tripod
3 - Lock and levers
4 - Objective lens
5 - Eyepiece
6 - Focus knob
7 - Zoom ring